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In the proof of Theorem 3 on page 195 it was erroneously stated that the
inequality in Lemma 1 below follows for all spt from the convexity of 1=ðm
x
Þ: The
following remarks ﬁx this problem.
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Lemma 2. Let F0C2½m be a collection of sets which satisfies the LYM property
1X
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AAF0
1
ð mjAjÞ and let y ¼ ð
P
AAF0 jAjÞ=jF0j: If jAjpm=2 for every AAF0; then
jF0jpð mJynÞ:
Proof. LetX
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jAj ¼ IymjF0j þ r with 0projF0j:
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By Lemma 1 it follows from the LYM property that
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Solving for jF0j we obtain
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 
: &
Theorem 3. If FC2½m is an antichain with x ¼ ðPAAF jAjÞ=jFjpm=2; then
jFjpð mJxnÞ:
Proof. Let F0 ¼ fAAF: jAjpm=2g,f½m  A: jAj4m=2; AAFg; so that F0 con-
sists of sets of size at most m=2: Since antichains in the boolean lattice satisfy the
LYM inequality, we obtain
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It follows from Lemma 2 that jFj ¼ jF0jpð mJynÞ: But since ypxpm=2 the result
follows from the monotonicity of the binomial coefﬁcient in this range. &
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